Herbert's Orchestra Will Play For Formal

Wass Of '49 Presents Ivy Day Exercises Saturday; is Held State Convention

Music For Ivy Hop

Thomes And Bill Win Extemp Prizes

Music For Ivy Hop

Men Decide On Customs

To Replace Frosh Rules

CANDIDATES NORM PARENT AND BOB CORISH prepare to "cheep away the deadline" and "hop up the campus" in the all-college contest. The fun begins at this time which will continue in the hour radio program over WGU.

The Class of '49 Presents Ivy Day Exercises, Saturday, Ted Herbert's Orchestra Will Play For Formal

Paul Bunyan, Russian Democracy, French Political Scene Among Focal Points

The War Cries In Battle Of Giants

Coram Ube Steps Out Next Sunday from 4:30 to 9 p.m., Will Hold Its Second Mass Outing.

CANDIDATES NORM PARENT AND BOB CORISH prepare to "cheep away the deadline" and "hop up the campus" in the all-college contest. The fun begins at this time which will continue in the hour radio program over WGU.

Steps and, still another in the even-

ting on Garvan Field. Coram Ube will lead off on the occasion and will be followed in the course of the afternoon by the music of the students (also Mitchell House, Roger Gould, and Robert Smith). Parents and Mass entertainment, to be announced at the time, will follow this program.

The voting will be held as usual.

The Speeches will be made on the material used, its organization and its delivery. Mr. John Atkinson, assistant to the director, Mrs. Hugh Fair, President of Sampsonville, and Miss Butler, President of the Student Government, will make the speeches.

Broods Question Announced by President

The speeches are judged on the following points: organization and delivery, style and point, material used, ability to adapt to the audience and to the limits of time, and any additional views on the point on which the candidate may wish to expand.

The two prizes of ten dollars each will be awarded to the first and second seniors seeking office in the club for the coming year (Leslie Eady in the men's division and Dorothy Oakes in the women's division) who will have given the best speeches on the topic.

The council's decision will be announced as soon as the speeches have been heard.

The speeches were judged on the following points: organization and delivery, style and point, material used, ability to adapt to the audience and to the limits of time, and any additional views on the point on which the candidate may wish to expand.

The two prizes of ten dollars each will be awarded to the first and second seniors seeking office in the club for the coming year (Leslie Eady in the men's division and Dorothy Oakes in the women's division) who will have given the best speeches on the topic.

The council's decision will be announced as soon as the speeches have been heard.

School Officers Addresses GTA

The final official council of the year will be given by the hand and Church Society on the steps of the Library next Monday. Second of the recent series of Mass Student-orientations in which the Student Government organizes a program to speak to Mr. Sewall pointed out that all the different states recognize that the aim for better living is not stand still and say "don't move; it is the middle road between these alternatives as impractical."

The Student Government will keep the officers and their members informed of all the movement summer conference at New England Student Christian. Members of the Student Government will keep the officers and their members informed of all the movement summer conference at New England Student Christian.
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Commencement Weekend Features Concert, Dance, And Drama

The program for the 92d Commencement exercises will be held June 11-13, will include Class Day, Bates houses, the annual gala reunion, a band concert, a performan...
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Students Lecture on Biology Topics

By Gordon Lindahl

The biology department can keep themselves well supplied with the current advances in the field of biology. This can be done by a lively list of professor who are affiliated with the New England community. This is usually included in the student's biography. The biology department is usually available to talk to the student's problems. This is usually the case with the biology department. The biology department is usually available to talk to the student's problems. This is usually the case with the biology department.

Mayoralty Mayors Offer Fun Recipe Mix, Bake In Hot Oven 2 Days

By Bob Grimes

Stale cakes should be in your kitchen to prevent a mix, bake in hot oven two days. Instead of placing the mix in the oven, place it on the stove. As soon as the cake is ready, take off the top and bake in the oven. As soon as the cake is ready, take off the top and bake in the oven. As soon as the cake is ready, take off the top and bake in the oven. As soon as the cake is ready, take off the top and bake in the oven. As soon as the cake is ready, take off the top and bake in the oven. As soon as the cake is ready, take off the top and bake in the oven. As soon as the cake is ready, take off the top and bake in the oven. As soon as the cake is ready, take off the top and bake in the oven.
Amid Yankee Hospitality, Dewey Followers Discuss G.O.P. Issues

By Jane Appell

Aid Arkle made the rounds of Bates campuses last week, the last in his tour of duty as president of the Dewey Followers, the group of alumni who support the campaign. Although he will complete his fourth year of tours, his visits are not without competition, including a few followers of President Thomas E. Dewey.

Dewey Followers

Politics sit on the sidelines for the following of politics to those intending to continue at Boston Lying-In for ob- 

4-Year Nurse's Acquire Varied Training At N.B.

By A. J. O'Brien

The four-year nurse's program at the Nursing School of the New York University is designed to prepare the student for an active career in nursing. It is divided into two parts: the theoretical part, which includes courses in biology, chemistry, and English, and the practical part, which consists of clinical work in hospitals and clinics. The program is one of the most extensive in the country and is designed to give the student a broad knowledge of nursing and to prepare her for a successful career in the field.

The board had lots of fun planning next year's program for you, and we hope you'll be back in the fall with your usual enthusiasm to support the New York Governor. Madeline's ace. Red later came back to win the quarter is an

Tennis Team Develops

By Ray Moore

Every man in the tennis team is busier than ever this year, under the watchful eye of Coach Arthur. The team is expected to do well this season. The captains are R. S. and R. T., and the team is composed of the following members: R. S., R. T., R. W., R. E., R. L., R. H., R. F., R. G., R. J., R. K., R. M., and R. N.

By Ray Moore

Despite the lack of weather, the tennis team is expected to do well this season. The captains are R. S. and R. T., and the team is composed of the following members: R. S., R. T., R. W., R. E., R. L., R. H., R. F., R. G., R. J., R. K., R. M., and R. N.
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Two Games Remain

By Gaye Rich

The State Series baseball race has been definitely affected by the present weather conditions of the past week in the extent that the second scheduled game between Colby and Maine will not be played. The game was set for Thursday afternoon in Bangor, but it was the same old story of "rain, no game!" Since Bowdoin has lost one more game, in last week's rain, they were giving their all in hard play. Two scheduled games between Colby and Maine will have to be dropped. This news is not exactly welcome on the local campus. With their inclusion in the State Series, Bowdoin now has the same record as Bates and Maine, who will be the next to bat in the series. We will have to hope that the weather will cooperate enough to enable the teams to play their remaining games. Bob Roberts is a fine hurler and should do well in the State Series if weather cooperates.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERAMAN is one of the more interesting phases of a recent home game are Coach Ducky Pond's, Artieetween, former Bates star; and Manager Bob Rosasco.

### Freshman Class Athletes

**From Promise to Reality**

Noel Murphy

By Joel Price

As the year wanes down to a close, so does a colorful saga of freshmen athletes. So many of these freshmen athletes will figure highly in the varsity scheme of things next year and in the year to come, let's take a gander at some of those performances. A few of the highlights:

Co-captains "Lefty" Faulkner and Mike Stephanian took the A photographs for the football team and figure very prominently in Colby's plans. Leomto is also a star-burst middleweight for the freshman basketball team. Faulkner is Colby's most consistent backfield player and figure very prominently in the varsity assault. Other freshmen who will be given varsity tryouts next fall are Dan Hirsch, Larry Fisher, Don Rosasco, Jon Guinn, and Jerry Condon.

Bingham Of Harvard Speaks At Banquet

The annual letterman's banquet was held at the Harvard Club in Boston last night, May 24. Principal speakers will be Bill Bissell, director of Athletics at Harvard, and chairman of the rules committee. Mr. Bissell is the graduate of Easter and Harvard, where he was quarter back and half back of the guard in the varsity five. He was current star of the track team at Harvard.

Survey Finds Each Activity Losing Few Men

By Miss Monroe

Have no fear, Spring is here, and it doesn't demand that we do anything other than just bumble around enjoying ourselves. We are more interested in finding out what athletics is losing moving into the overgrown fall and winter season.

So it's Spring, bringing such things as windchill and graduations, graduation, when the mind of a sports fan turns to adding up personnel losses from an athletic standpoint. Going the way of all college seasons, come June, are such athletics casualties in Men's, Women's, Miscellaneous and Track.

Bates-Maine Split In Double Header

By Bob Paradis

May 14th didn't pan out as it should have, for it sounds as if the Bates nine split the game of the University of Maine in their two game that afternoon.

Will Brylley, the Brunswick pitching ace, chalked up a three hit shooout at the expense of the Bobcats in his first game. Meanwhile Durward of Sutherland buried bunt-bunt-bunt to a losing cause.

In the first of the twin-bill, seven innings of flawless ball, Maine pushed across a run on two singles sandwiched around a walk and then added another on a wild pitch.

Ducky Fund sent a formidable setup out to the bottom half of the inning in a vain attempt to pull the game out of the broadcaster. Walt Land, a pinch hitter for Doris, Maine, popped out for the teammate's only hit.

The second game of the double header was a different story. For Dave Lyle and the Bobcats, Maine broke the game in four runs and five hits in a regular nine inning game. Bill Carman and John Kennedy parked the game apart with two quick jabs.

Bates came out with a bang, driving in two runs in the initial frame. Maine made the comeback, and Maine came up to the plate革命ized the score. In the tenth inning, Maine gained the upper hand again. However, it was the Bobcats who were sporting the victory, 4-3. Maine came back to the plate in the top of the eleventh with a score of 7-4. Mainely took the lead at the expense of the Bobcats in the bottom hall with Woodbrey, the Maine shortstop, stepping up to the plate. Norm Parson rapped out a solid single. Big Bob Roberts homered. The score now stood 8-4. Maine stepped up to the plate, but the hopes were dashed, and the game was over.
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### Frosh Thincalds Take Cone High

Cone High School by a point margin at a time more and the first home game of the season will be on the next Saturday, October 23, against Midwestern. The last time they played was against Trinity on the Bates schedule. There will be four home games all in order to eliminate any further setbacks for the freshmen.

### Jenkins Shows Way In Field, At Plate

If we ever get to write up Yankee fan, somebody better "bin-a"-write it. Grandma Jenkins is a wonderful guy.

While students at the Bates-Colby-Maine Split have shown strong points on the baseball diamond, the first home game of the season will be on the next Saturday, October 23, against Midwestern. The last time they played was against Trinity on the Bates schedule. There will be four home games all in order to eliminate any further setbacks for the freshmen.
Dr. Zerby, On Sabbatical, Travels Through Europe

Dr. Zerby, head of the Religious department and professor of Biblical languages on the Bates campus, left last week for Europe, a six-month leave to spend as research associate at the University of Edinburgh, where he will be in residence in Scotland.

Dr. Zerby, who holds the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from Harvard University, is also professor of Greek and has a broad interest in the history of literature and science. He is a member of the American Academy of Religion and has been a visiting professor at the University of Paris.

Dr. Zerby is the first Bates professor to receive a six-month leave of absence. The college had previously allowed only one month of leave to its faculty members.

The trip is expected to provide Dr. Zerby with new insights into his field of study, and he hopes to contribute to the development of new courses and programs at Bates.

Spofford Club

Members of the Spofford Club, an organization of students interested in literature, met recently to discuss a new play they are planning to produce. The play, which will be directed by the club president, will be performed in January.

The club, which was founded in 1930, is one of the oldest literary organizations on the Bates campus. It has produced several successful plays in the past, including "The Importance of Being Earnest," "Romeo and Juliet," and "The Seagull."